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Abstract: The accurate prediction of formation pressure is important in oil/gas exploration and development. However, the
achievement of this goal remains challenging, due to insufficient logging data and the low predictive data accuracy from
seismic data. In this work, a case study was carried out in the Baima area of Wulong, in order to develop a workflow for
accurately predicting shale gas formation pressure. The multi-channel stack method was first used, as well as the inversion
of single-channel seismic data, to construct velocity and density models of the formation. Combined with the existing welllogging data, the velocity and density models of the whole well section were established. The shale gas formation pressure
was then estimated using the Eaton method. The results show that the multi-channel seismic stacking method has a higher
accuracy than the inversion of the formation velocity obtained by the single-channel seismic method. The discrepancies
between our predicted formation pressure and the actual formation pressure measurement are within an acceptable range,
indicating that our workflow is effective.
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1 Introduction
Formation pressure prediction is important in oil and
gas exploration, as it is closely related to the formation,
migration and preservation of oil and gas reservoirs.
Formation pressure is the main driving force for oil and
gas migration (Xia et al., 2021), so prediction of the
formation pressure is important for oil and gas detection
and exploration. The migration path, storage location and
reservoir reserves of oil and gas can be predicted
according to the abnormal pressure value of a formation.
The higher the abnormal pressure is, the higher the
reservoir oil and gas content will be and vice versa. In
addition, in oil and gas exploration and development, a
reasonable and accurate formation pressure prediction is
an indispensable and important link in a series of
exploration and development processes, such as ensuring
drilling safety, improving drilling efficiency and reducing
drilling costs (Zhang et al., 2014, 2020). Abnormal
formation pressures are common in petroliferous basins,
therefore, scientifically-based effective formation pressure
prediction methods are critical to oil/gas exploration and
development.
Methods for predicting abnormal pressure can be
* Corresponding author. E-mail: yhuiliang@mail.cgs.gov.cn

roughly classified into two types, namely pre-drilling
pressure prediction and post-drilling pressure prediction
(Sun and Sun, 2007). Pre-drilling pressure prediction is
based on seismic data (Yun, 1996; Huffman, 2002; Wang
and Xie, 2004; Sayers, 2006; Zhou and Xiong, 2014; Qu
et al., 2016; Wang Y Z et al., 2016), while post-drilling
prediction technology relies on logging information
(Zhang, 2013; Tang and Li, 2016). The accuracy of these
two methods is highly dependent on an accurate velocity
model (Han et al., 1986; Singh et al., 2006). At present,
the velocity modeling method for a single well is most
commonly obtained by extracting single-channel seismic
data from beside the well (Zong et al., 2012; Song et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2018). However, with the complication of
geological conditions, the requirements for reservoir
interpretation accuracy are gradually increasing. The wave
impedance based on single-channel inversion always
differs greatly from the actual wave impedance through
acoustic logging (Wang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2020).
Several studies have made some attempts at multi-channel
inversion of seismic signals (Li et al., 2016; Li and Gao,
2020). Zhang et al. (2012) introduced a method for
segmented
constrained
velocity inversion,
that
automatically selects the constrained strength and
constrained range according to correlation between
seismic traces, thus making the inversion results correlate
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better with the actual geological conditions and being
more computationally efficient. Yuan et al. (2016)
compensated for the depth and consequent weak signal
through using the deabsorption method, based on multichannel inversion, which has significant advantages for
data with low SNR, using multi-channel spatial correlation
to recover reflection information outside the seismic
frequency band (Ma et al., 2018). After more than 40
years of development, despite a wide variety of inversion
algorithms, inversion resolution and results are still
limited by the quality of the seismic data (Cheng, 2018).
Using actual seismic data and logging data in the Baima
area of Wulong, Chongqing, wells were selected with
acoustic and density data available in well-section. the
multi-channel stacking method was then used to predict
the pressure value of the target layer, combined with the
existing logging data. By comparing the prediction effects
of single-channel and multi-channel superimposed seismic
data, it was possible to establish a pressure prediction
model that is suitable for the research block, based on the
method proposed by Eaton (1972a, b).
2 Geological Background
The Baima Block of the Fuling shale gas field is located
west of the Qiyueshan Fault and southeast of the Jiaoshiba
Block (Hou et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019; Tang et al.,
2019), which is developed in a transition zone of thrust
deformation and decollement fold deformation (Fig. 1).
The western boundary of the Baima Block is the Shimen–
Jinping fault, the eastern boundary being the Daershan and
Qiyueshan faults. The Baima Block is composed of two
third-order tectonic units, namely the Shimen–Jinping
anticline and the Baima syncline, which can be further
subdivided into nine fourth-order tectonic units, whose
main structural trend is NE. The fault structures in the
Baima Block are relatively well-developed. The faults are
all reverse faults trending mainly north-east. According to
previous studies (George, 2007; Guo et al., 2014; Hu et
al., 2014; Sun and Luo, 2016), it has been found that
tectonic deformation affects burial depth, fault and
fracture development of shale, as well as controlling the
accumulation, enrichment and preservation of shale gas.
The Baima syncline is wide and gentle, with large changes
in stratum occurrence and weak structural deformation.
Most of the faults are in the east and west wings of the
syncline,
the
syncline
core
being
relatively
underdeveloped, which is beneficial to the migration and
preservation of shale gas.
The main faults in the east of the study area are in the
shape of imbricated thrust and recoil longitudinally, with
the main faults in the west of the study area being in the
shape of multi-layer slippage. Based on interpretation of
structural and fault patterns from the seismic images, the
Shimen Second Fault in the north and the recoil fault
together constitute the structure of back thrusts, forming
the Shimen First Fault anticline. The anticline has strong
structural deformation and strata with a steep attitude.
Tongtian faults are developed on both sides of the
anticline. The continuity of the shallow phase axis is poor
and the formation is relatively broken (Fig. 1); the central

Fig. 1. (a) The location of the study area (modified from Ma,
2020); (b) structural outline and well-location map of the
study area.

part is a post-expansion imbricate single-impact style.
Affected by the Shimen Second Fault, the Shimen Second
faulted anticline has strong structural deformation and
developed faults. The deformation strength of the fault‘nose’ structure controlled by the second stage
Heshunchang Fault is weakened, the degree of fracture
development being low (Fig. 1). Therefore, the special
structures of the Baima Block in the Fuling shale gas field
are prone to developing abnormal formation pressures in
this area.
A total of sixteen wells have been drilled in this block,
the main gas-producing formations of which are the
Wufeng Formation and the Longmaxi Formation. There
are some problems in the drilling of the Baima Block in
the Fuling shale gas field, such as active shallow gas,
serious drilling fluid leakage, low ROP and difficulty in
controlling well-trajectory. These factors lead to a long
drilling cycle and difficulty in increasing drilling speed
and efficiency, which restricts the effective development
of shale gas in the Baima Block (Lin, 2020). With the
exploration and development of oil and gas resources in
the Baima area of the Sichuan Basin, researchers (Cho et
al., 2013; Fang et al., 2013; Guo and Zhang, 2014; Zou et
al., 2016) began to realize the importance of formation
overpressure prediction for oil and gas drilling. From the
completed formation pressure test results in the Baima
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Block, we find that the static pressure of JY BHF and JY
C-2HF (located in the southern part of the Baima syncline)
were greater than 45 MPa prior to production. The
calculated pressure coefficients of JY BHF and JY C-2HF
are 1.34 and 1.39, respectively. These high values indicate
that they are high-pressure gas reservoirs. The measured
formation pressure coefficients of JY E-1HF in the north
wing of the Baima syncline and JY A-5HF in the fault‘nose’ structure of Heshunchang are low, with values of
only 1.0 and 1.02 respectively, indicating that they are
atmospheric gas reservoirs. The formation pressure varies
from location to location within the study area. Therefore,
the accurate and effective procurement of abnormal
pressure values is important to the interpretation of oil and
gas exploration and development.
3 Methodology
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Assuming that the amplitude of the significant wave
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For S∑ in the formula, since the single-channel seismic
data next to the well are post-stack data, the time
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The statistical effect G of multi-channel seismic
superimposition beside the well is defined as the ratio of
the signal-to-noise ratio before and after the combination:
G
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It can be seen from equation (7) that the statistical effect
of multi-channel stacking beside the well is related to the
superimposed statistical effect coefficient β, while the
random interference in the multi-channel record beside the
well is not correlated with either, so β = 0 and the
statistical effect G is:

G

3.1 Brief introduction to the multi-channel stacking
method used adjacent to the well
Currently, the method of directly extracting seismic
traces adjacent to the well is mainly performed with the
objective of extracting the single-channel data, then use
the amplitude information of that single-channel to obtain
the velocity, density and other information about the
formation. However, the information based on a singlechannel often results in some amplitude information being
lost, due to the inherent defects of the processing method,
which will directly affect the later inversion results.
Therefore, the error tolerance rate for single-channel
seismic data is low and the robustness is poor. Here, a
multi-channel stacking method is proposed, that extracts
multi-channel seismic data adjacent to the well and
superimposes them on to a single-channel. If a seismic
trace f(t) is composed of a significant wave s(t) and an
interference wave n(t), namely:
f(t) = s(t) + n(t)
(1)
and prior to stacking, the signal-to-noise ratio ‘b’ is the
ratio of the effective wave amplitude As to the random
interference σ, namely:

b 
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Equation (8) shows that the statistical effect G of multichannel stacking beside the well is proportional to the
square root of the number of channels m.
It can be seen that, after multi-channel stacking, the
amplitude of the primary reflection wave is relatively
strengthened and the amplitude of the multiple wave is
relatively weakened (Fig. 2), which improves the signal-to
-noise ratio and hence the robustness of the data,
improving the inversion of formational elastic parameters
such as formation velocity and density.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of horizontal stacking suppression
of multiple waves.

3.2 Construction method for formation velocity model
for a single well in a shale gas area, based on seismic
and logging data
Seismic inversion technology has made great progress
after decades of development. From the early recursive
inversion to the present full waveform inversion
technology, there are many seismic inversion methods,
including linear and nonlinear inversion, pre-stack and
post-stack inversion. Many methods have been widely
applied (Sa et al., 2015).
Based on whether or not the seismic data has been
superimposed, it can be divided into two methods, prestack and post-stack. Pre-stack methods are mainly
tomography, AVO inversion and other techniques (Sa et
al., 2015). Post-stack methods include amplitude inversion
and structural imaging. The method of establishing the
velocity model of a single well mainly employs post-stack
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data.
There are two main methods for constructing a single
well velocity model based on post-stack seismic data. One
is to obtain the velocity information of the formation by
establishing an initial model and use geostatistical
inversion. The establishment of the initial model affects
later inversion, so it is limited in areas lacking wells.
Another method is to directly extract the seismic trace
from beside the well and use the recursive inversion
method to calculate the velocity information of the
formation, based on the amplitude information. Wavelet
extraction and deconvolution are performed on the data to
obtain the formation reflection coefficient. According to
the actual petrophysical data of the study area, the
appropriate initial wave impedance is determined. Based
on the known initial wave impedance and reflection
coefficient, the transformation is adopted. Using deduction
and inversion to obtain the formation wave impedance
value, the calculation formula is:

AI (t i  1)  AI (ti ) k 1
i

1  r (tk )
1  r (t k )

(9)

where r(tk) is the formation reflection coefficient of the kth
layer and AI is the formation wave impedance value.
According to the existing logging data in the study area,
the relationship between density and velocity suitable for
the area is obtained, the formation density and velocity
values then being calculated by inversion of the formation
wave impedance value.
However, the existing inversion methods are all
constructed on the basis of either a single seismic trace or
a common central point for trace collection. Although the
information of multiple seismic traces is used, it is
essentially the result of using a single seismic trace.
However, for actual borehole seismic trace inversion, the
accuracy of the inversion results is not high, because the
traditional method adopts single borehole inversion, which
is easily affected by random disturbances. In order to
overcome the defect of poor seismic inversion results at
the side of a single well, multiple separate seismic
channels in a certain range at the side of the well were
superimposed into one, to improve the stability of the data.
Then, the formation velocity value was obtained by
recursive inversion of the superimposed single-channel.
3.3 Prediction of formation pressure in a shale gas
reservoir
Based on the velocity and density results obtained from
seismic data inversion, it is integrated with the logging
data of the existing logging section. The high longitudinal
resolution of the actual logging data is used to provide
strong support for the subsequent accurate prediction of
formation pressure. In this study, the Eaton’s (1972a, b)
method is used to predict formation pressure, the Eaton
formula being as follows:
 V 
SP


S  Pnormal  Vnormal 

N

(10)

where S is overburden pressure; P is pore pressure; Pnormal

is hydrostatic pressure; V is formation velocity; Vnormal is
formation velocity under normal compaction conditions; N
is the Eaton index, which is related to the strata in the
study area.
The Eaton method is a formation pore pressure prediction
method, based on a normal compaction trend line. In order
to obtain the Eaton index, the trend line of strata under
normal compaction should first be established. The density
data obtained from the inversion and the logging density
data are used to establish the density model of the entire
well section. Based on the existing velocity data, the
mudstone compaction trend line of the target interval can be
built. The sound wave under the normal compaction of the
formation time difference can also be obtained. Finally, the
overburden pressure can be calculated, based on the
formation density data. The Eaton index suitable for the
study area is estimated by the measured pressure values of
adjacent wells, logging and seismic information, the Eaton
method (Eaton, 1972a, b) finally being used to predict the
pressure value of a single well.
Combined with the shale gas reservoir formation
velocity model introduced in Section 2.1, a seismic
formation pressure prediction process based on post-stack
impedance inversion is established. The specific
implementation steps are as follows:
(1) Extract nine seismic channels next to the well and
merge the nine seismic channels into a single- channel
through horizontal stacking. Then the post-stack singlechannel is inverted by post-stack impedance to obtain the
high-precision impedance body AI(t). From the initial
wave impedance value as well as the density and velocity
relationship in the area, the formation density and velocity
values are obtained.
(2) Establish the normal compaction trend line of
mudstone of the target formation, based on the existing
sonic logging data, thereby obtaining the formation
velocity value Vnormal under normal compaction conditions.
Then calculate the Eaton index N suitable for the area,
based on the existing logging data and the actual pressure
value in the area.
(3) Calculate the overlying formation pressure S and the
hydrostatic pressure Pnormal based on the density ρ and
velocity value V obtained from the inversion.
(4) Substitute ρ, V, S, Pnormal into the Eaton pressure
prediction model to calculate the formation pressure value
of the target layer.
4 Results
4.1 Determination of the relationship between density
and speed
The acoustic time difference and density logging data of
Well A and Well B were selected, the abnormal data
values of the diameter expansion and contraction sections
being analyzed and eliminated. According to the measured
density value and acoustic velocity value, the Gardner
(Gardner, 1974) formula can be used to establish the
relationship between acoustic time difference and density.
By analyzing actual data, the Gardner formula that fits the
region is obtained as
ρ = 1.582Vn0.06278
(11)
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4.2 Eaton index
The Eaton index N is a coefficient related to the study
area, varying with lithology and diagenesis in different
regions and geological sedimentary basins.
In this study, the normal compaction trend line was
obtained by two wells, A and B, the acoustic time
difference in the shallow part of well B being used to
supplement the same stratal segment in Well A, without
acoustic time difference measurement.
As shown in Fig. 3, through the analysis of the data, the
normal compaction trend line of mudstone in this area is
obtained as:
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simultaneously extracted, among which nine channels
were extracted around the head of Well A (Fig. 4). The
extracted multi-channel seismic data are processed by the
horizontal stacking method to obtain the post-stack singlechannel.

Fig. 4. Nine extracted seismic traces beside the well.

Fig. 3. Normal compaction trend line of Well A.

Δt = −0.007H + 235.2
(12)
where Δt is the mudstone acoustic time difference; H is
the stratum burial depth.
From the Eaton formula, the solution expression of the
Eaton exponent N is:
where Po is the overburden pressure; Pp is the pore
N 

ln( PO  PP )  ln( PO  Ph )
ln(  t n )  ln(  t O )

(13)

pressure of the formation; Ph is the normal hydrostatic
pressure; Δto is the mudstone logging sonic time
difference at the calculation point; Δtn is the sonic time
difference of the mudstone normal trend line
corresponding to the calculation point.
According to formula (13) and the data in Table 1, the
Eaton index suitable for the region is 0.9.
Table 1 Measured pressure data at different depths in Well A
Vertical depth (m)
2097.81
2670.23
2777.96

Pressure (MPa)
19.127
24.835
25.977

4.3 Using seismic data to invert layer velocity and
density
A single-channel of side-well seismic and multiple
channels of side-well seismic of Well A we

This data is post-stack seismic data. First, statistical
methods were used to extract seismic wavelets from
seismic traces, then the reflection coefficient of the
formation was calculated by deconvolution (Fig. 5).
On the basis of fully investigating the actual geology
and logging data in the study area, the initial wave
impedance of the shallow layer in Well A was set to 1.2 ×
106/(g·cm−2·s−1). According to the known initial wave
impedance value, recursive inversion was used to obtain
the formation wave impedance value.
We use equation (9) and the initial wave impedance
value to calculate the formation wave impedance curve,
based on single-channel and multi-channel data (Fig. 6a).
From the density-velocity relationship in equation (11),
the velocity curve of the formation is calculated using the
wave impedance value (Fig. 6b). The single (multichannel) inversion velocity value is compared with the
logging sonic velocity value. The mean square error value
of the curve is calculated. The mean square error of singlechannel inversion is 432.4 and the mean square error of
multi-channel inversion is 404.7. The results indicate that
the multi-channel inversion result is better than the singlechannel inversion result.
4.4 Analysis of the actual effect of pressure prediction
The velocity value obtained by the inversion of Well A
is processed by time-depth conversion and filtering. It is
then combined with the existing sonic-logging data of
Well A, to establish a pseudo-sonic logging curve and
obtain the velocity data volume required for pressure
prediction (Fig. 7). The overburden pressure of the
formation is calculated by using the density data obtained
from the inversion and the measured density value of the
well-logging. The established normal compaction trend
line was then used to obtain the sonic time difference and
velocity value under the normal compaction state of the
formation. The value of the formation pressure was also
calculated.
Comparing the actual logging data with the seismic
inversion data, the result of single-channel inversion is
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Fig. 5. (a) and (c) are single-channel and multi-channel superimposed single-channel seismic data;
(b) and (d) are the corresponding reflection coefficients of the two, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) The single-channel and multi-channel wave impedance value; (b) the single-channel and
multi-channel inversion velocity value.

slightly worse than that of multi-channel inversion (Fig.
8). Based on the data obtained from the inversion, the
Eaton method is used to predict the formation pressure.
The prediction result is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen
from the results that the pressure values of the Hanjiadian
Formation and the Xiaoheba Formation in the range of
7710 ft to 8200 ft are relatively low, their lithologies being
dominated by sandy mudstone and argillaceous sandstone.
Near 8200 ft, there is a relatively high-pressure stratum
which is the upper part of the Longmaxi Formation, the
lithology being mainly gray mudstone. From 8530 ft to
8860 ft, it is dominated by sandy mudstone, which is a low

-pressure area. From 8860 ft to 9190 ft, it is carbonaceous
and siliceous shale. The formation is rich in organic
carbon and silicon and has a high pressure, it being the
main gas-producing zone.
By comparing the measured formation pressure value
with the predicted value (Table 2), it can be seen that the
formation pressure predicted based on the single-channel
seismic inversion method has a larger error than the
prediction result of the multi-channel stack inversion
method. Through the error analysis (Table 3), it can be
seen that the error value of using the two types of seismic
data to estimate the formation pressure increases with the
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Fig. 7. The sonic logging curve of Well A, constructed with
single-channel and multi-channel post-stack inversion velocity
results and logging data.
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Fig. 8. The formation pressure results of Well A, as predicted by the
use of single-channel seismic inversion velocity data and multichannel seismic inversion velocity data combined with logging data.

Table 2 Measured pressure values and predicted formation pressure values of formations at different depths
Vertical depth (ft)
6882.58
8760.60
9114.04

Measured pressure value (Mpa)
19.127
24.835
25.977

Single-channel prediction result (Mpa)
21.2377
25.6354
29.3133

Table 3 The error of the predicted result, relative to the
actual pressure value
Vertical
depth (ft)
6882.58
8760.60
9114.04

Single-channel prediction
result error (%)
11.03
3.22
12.84

Multi-channel stacking
prediction result error (%)
7.31
1.64
8.05

increase in depth, the results obtained by the multi-channel
stacking method being better than the single-channel
seismic method. In terms of error size, the multi-channel
method has a higher prediction accuracy and has a specific
application value.
5 Discussion
In this study, the shallow formation velocity model was
established by multi-channel superimposed inversion
beside the well. Combined with the deep sonic logging
data, a velocity model was established for the entire well
section. The Eaton method was then used to successfully
predict the formation pressure. Referring to the actual
pressure measurement data, it was found that the multichannel stacking method has a higher accuracy than single
-channel. Moreover, combining it with logging data, the
high longitudinal resolution characteristics of logging data
are fully utilized and the accuracy of longitudinal pressure
prediction is improved.
In conventional methods, the formation velocity model
is built by extracting a single-channel at the side of the
well. However, there are more random disturbances in the

Multi-channel overlay prediction result (Mpa)
20.6680
24.6706
28.3162

single-channel seismic data. Although this kind of
interference has been reduced by various seismic
technologies in seismic data acquisition and processing, it
is difficult to completely remove it. The residual random
noise or multiples in seismic records bring great errors to
the strata velocity inversion results using post-stack
seismic data, which leads to inaccurate prediction results
of formation pore pressure. The multi-channel stacking
method is equivalent to a filter, which reduces the content
of random signals in the stacking results and improves the
SNR of the obtained data. From the perspective of
pressure prediction results, the pressure value of multichannel stacking velocity inversion is larger than that of
single-channel inversion results, because the results of
multi-channel stacking velocity inversion are smaller than
that of the single-channel inversion results. This indicates
that the accuracy of velocity inversion directly affects the
accuracy of pressure prediction. In the process of velocity
modeling, the use of logging velocity improves the
accuracy of seismic inversion velocity and has great
influence on further improvement of predictive accuracy.
The seismic data used in the stacking method in this
study is post-stack seismic data. Although the estimated
results with higher signal-to-noise ratios have been
obtained, the resolution will inevitably decrease. Two
processes of stacking with different meanings will damage
the high-frequency components of the effective signal to a
certain extent after processing, affecting the accuracy of
the inversion result. Therefore, if better quality pre-stack
data can be used in the later stages, it may be more
conducive to improving the accuracy of signal inversion,
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which has a certain enlightening significance for research
regarding pressure prediction in the later stages. At the
same time, the well-side multi-channel seismic
superposition method adopted in this study is directly
based on seismic data and is unaffected by lithology,
formation fluid properties and structures, so it is suitable
for a variety of reservoir types, including shale gas
reservoirs.
6 Conclusions
(1) In this study, a new formation velocity construction
method was proposed, by combining single-channel and
multi-channel side-well seismic channels and logging
data. The obtained velocity model was used to predict a
formation pressure, based on the Eaton method. Through
practical application, it was determined that the predictive
effect obtained by stacking seismic traces beside the well
is better than that from a single seismic trace.
(2) The method of establishing a single well velocity
model through using multiple well-side seismic channels
is effective for shallow velocity modeling in mature
exploration areas.
(3) This process only needs to combine multi-channel
seismic data beside the well to improve the prediction
accuracy of reservoir pressure, having a strong
applicability for drilling with imperfect logging data.
(4) When compared with the single-channel method, the
multi-channel stacking method has a higher error tolerance
rate, which reduces the impact of processing methods,
such as multiples removal, on the seismic amplitude.
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